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Objectives and Agenda
Agenda:
• About John
• Help students think about
• Typical IP goals and formats
Independent Projects as part of
• Mechanics
their Spring 2022 course
• IP steps to success
selection (or F ’22, or S ’23)
• Examples of IPs
• Q&A
Objectives:

Questions?
• Raise your Zoom hand anytime
• Write Q’s in Zoom Q&A/Chat
anytime (I’ll answer from the Q&A
after the presentation)
• Yes, we will post the slides
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About me:
Sustainable Cities, Healthy Buildings, Climate Adaptation
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Typical IP goals and format deliverables.
These are determined BY YOU
I want to…
• Help a company create a product or
service
• Create a business plan (mine or
others)

I want to deliver a…
• Consulting type deck
• Financial model
• Marketing plan

• Exercise a skill on a project (market
surveys, strategic plans, financial
model)

• Feasibility study

• Go deeper on a topic of interest

• White paper

• Expand my network

• Article

• Fine tune my positioning and
expertise for re-entry into work

• Case study

• Go deep on a problem for someone

• Business plan

• Survey and results

#
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Mechanics
•

Dec/Jan: Find a topic, project, and team
•

Look at proposed IP topics on registrar site

•

Talk with faculty, companies, friends about ideas and needs

•

Court and close a faculty supervisor

•

If applicable, court and close a sponsor company. HBS DOES NOT DO THE
MATCHING of sponsors and students; this is up to students

•

Late Jan: Fill out registrar’s proposal form, submit. This is usually the
morning Wed or Thurs of first week of classes
•

This includes a lot about “who, what and why”

•

Faculty supervisor accepts. This is usually later the same day.

•

Feb, Mar, April: Define the work plan and do the work…

•

May: Final deliverable is usually due the last day of exams (discuss with
supervising faculty member).

•

Note that IPs are graded pass/fail. They have a neutral effect in the
calculation of honors.
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IP Steps to Success - Clarity
Be clear with yourself and any potential teammates: Why are we doing
this?
• (See the typical goals, above)
Be clear about: What do I want to have in my hand at the end?
• (See typical deliverables, above)
Be clear about: What do I want to spend my time doing?
• You want to be enthusiastic about going to work on this project
several times a week. You might want to be doing interviews,
building financial models, geeking out in a lab, doing library
research, parsing company data, visiting competitors or…something
else. Pick something energizing.
Be clear about: Do I want to work with these partners?
• This is your chance to pick a team. A sad conversation early is
better than a really sad conversation later.
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IP Steps to Success: Planning
Negotiate scope with your sponsor, if applicable
• What do they want you do to?
• What do YOU want to get out of this? You are doing THEM a favor.
• What help will they give you, in particular:
•

Access to executives

•

Feedback and direction

•

Access to data

Create a milestone work plan early and stick to it.
• Time flies
• You will not have time to investigate everything of interest
• Track the other avenues you could not go down, in case someone
can in the future.
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There is a simple registration process
https://inside.hbs.edu/departments/mba/support/default.aspx?page=independent-projects
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Good practices have been codified
https://inside.hbs.edu/Departments/mba/support/Documents/academics/EC_IPs_Student_Good_Practice_Note.pdf
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Many students do IPs. This list of subjects is
from 2020-21. This is page 1 of 7.
https://inside.hbs.edu/Departments/mba/support/Documents/academics/IPList2021.pdf
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Most IPs are student generated.
Companies and organizations also post opportunities.
https://inside.hbs.edu/Departments/mba/support/default.aspx?page=independent-projects-company-opportunity-postings
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Some BEI type IPs John has Supervised
Topic

Deliverable

Country selection study for off grid renewable
energy in Africa including demand side and capital

Market study deck (the company
relied on it for next moves)

Go to market strategy for new composite building
material that sequesters carbon

Strategy deck (this VC backed
idea failed)

Business plan for unit of engineering consulting firm Business plan (the company did
going into energy management contracting
it successfully)
Business plan for recycling nylon fibers from
discarded carpets

Business plan (not executed)

White paper about transferring value using
Blockchain on infrastructure projects in Africa

HBSP Technical Note published
(and many copies sold)

Business plan for extensive ranch and timberland in
US West as carbon capture and credits business

Business and finance plan
(company did not proceed)

Scenario plan for Central European utility using
probabilities of fuel costs, carbon costs, political
assimilation

Financial model with substantial
“what if” and simulation
capability (model was adopted)
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Additional Questions?
(This slide repeated from earlier)
jdmacomber@hbs.edu

I want to…
• Help a company create a product or
service
• Create a business plan (mine or
others)

I want to deliver a…
• Consulting type deck
• Financial model
• Marketing plan

• Exercise a skill on a project (market
surveys, strategic plans, financial
model)

• Feasibility study

• Go deeper on a topic of interest

• White paper

• Expand my network

• Article

• Fine tune my positioning and
expertise for re-entry into work

• Case study

• Go deep on a problem for someone

• Business plan

• Survey and results
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